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Welcome from Alex Tetteh- Lartey. And today it's poetry 
across the continent in "Arts and Africa 11

o 

SIGNATURE TUNE 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

Appearing in book shops all over Africa at present, is what 
is probably the most extensive collection of poetry by 
the black poets ever to be published. We are going to take 
what can only be a very hurried look inside. 

The book is called very straightforwardlyj 
"Poems of Black Africa" and has a vast range - from 
antiquity to eternity, as might be expected from its editor, 
Wole Soyinka. The themes of the poems, according to the 
section headings, extend from Gods and Ancestors to 
Man in Nature and Human Mortality. But let's quote from 
Wole Soyinka himself to discover the aim of hi3 choices: 

B/',BOUKA GA YE 

QUOTATION FROM PREFACE TO "POEMS OF BLACK AFRICA" 
By Wole Soyinka 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

So there you have it. Perhaps Wole Soyinka spread himself 
a bit too wide, and sometimes had to justify a category 
with a work which was hardly worthy of inclusion. But 
let's not cavil - we have more than sixty poets to choose 
from and about 400 poems. We'll start our sampling 
immediately out of the section "Ancesi:ors and Gods 11 

- here 
is a translation of a traditional poem out of the morning 
mists of antiquity, HThe Fulani Creation Story11

, read by 
Kwezi Kay • 
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KWEZI KAY 

"THE FULANI CREt,TION STORY" (TRADITIONAL POEM) 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

This, of course, can only be followed by a poem out of the 
section called "Animistic Phases". And for the particular 
choice we cross the continent to a Kenyan poet who now 
works in Dar es Salaam. He is Jared Angira , who has about 
a dozen pieces in the anthology - and we give you now 
"A Look in the Past" - read by Alton Kumalo. 

ALTON KUMALO 

"A LOOK IN THE PAST" BY J ARED ANGIR.J\ 

TETTEH- LARTEY 

KAY 

From a look in the past then, to a quick experience of 
the storray present , of struggle, emergence and independence. 
Who better to tell us of its yearnings than the aptly 
named Jorge Rebeles born 35 years ago in Lourenco Marques 
and today he is the Information Secretary of the local 
liberation movement , Frelimo . His piece is called quite 
simply, "Poem". And again it is read by Kwezi Kay . 

"POEM" BY JORGE REBELO 
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KUMALO 

For some the struggle towards freedom is not yet over 
and a remarkable Coloured poet from South Africa, 
Arthur Nortje, speaks for all of them. Nortje committed 
suicide in exile at tl1e age of 28. Here is "Letter from 
Pretoria Central Prison". 

"LETTER FROM PRETORIA CENTRAL PRISON" BY 
ARTHUR NORTJ E 
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One of the worst things about being in prison must be the 
sense of living only a shrunken life - so we turn with 
relief to the wide life- scapes of 38 year- old 
Doctor J . B. Tati- Loutard . He is Dean of the Faculty of 
Literature and Human Sciences of the Universi ty of 
Brazzaville . He is certainly one of the most impressive 
poets in the book, although only represented by one poem -
and that a translation. Here are two parts of his 
"Transformation Scenes": First "Evening" and then 
"Morning" 

11 TRANSF'ORMATION SCENES" BY DOCTOR J . B. TATI-LOUT/'.f{D 
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7 ,;.;EVEIT SIDES i:;ND S:SV:..ZTJ ~:;YLl.AB:J;3 ,v BY EDOU:-RD M!.\UNICK 
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'li :1y as our chokce has been, unfortunately, from so wide a 
ro.nge 9 we a:re &lready rt..nning out of our own tiny 
allotment of air-spaceo So we give you a neat bit of 
sjmile :from that ironic Zulu poet, Oswald Mbuyseni Mtshali: 
:r-c is ca1ledi relevantly enough, "Sunset". 

11SU~JSE:T 11 BY OSW;,.Ll) MBUYISENI l'1TSI--L\LI 
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I hope in offering you this glimpse into Wole Soyinl{a 1 s 
anthology , the sigh-I: of some new names and a few fres!'l 
voices - as well as old one·s - will tempt you to look ax1d 
liften furt~er for yourself. By the way, the anthology 
:,p0em.s of Black Africa" is pu:::,lisl:ed by Secker Warburg 
Rnd costs £4.75 0 Perhaps you've got a birthday comlng up , 
or somebody else has.! 

Arn~ as we 1:"1ave been listE:ning to the human voice for the 
pa2t 15 min.1tcs, let ' s listen to Steve Rhodes and His Voj_ces 
siuging an Ef ~k song.. 'l'his ls :llex Tetteh- Lartey hot ing 
you w:..l.::. join me next week for me>re 11i.rts and Africa'. 

S'l'F.VE RHC'DES i~ND HIS VOICES - E?IK sm:G 


